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Click Here To Watch Full Video

IIM RANCHI DIGNITARIES

The esteemed panellists from IIM Ranchi shared their perspectives on how students 
can envisage their lives at the institute through the curriculum, extra-curricular 

activities, internship and placement opportunities and everything else leading up to 
life after graduating.

Mr. Virajanand Varma
(IPM Chairperson,

IIM Ranchi)

Click Here To Watch Full Video

IIM ROHTAK DIGNITARIES

Dr Shweta Ahalawat partakes in a tete-a-tete with Ms Sukrati Gagrani that covers the A-to-Z 
of IPM - from the common placements with CAT-entrants to the ideal day in the life of an 
IPM student, the styles of teaching and learning as well as the difference between BBA 

from a regular college and an IIM.

(IPM Co-Chairperson,
IIM Ranchi)

Mr. Angshuman Hazarika

Dr Shweta Ahalawat
(Faculty of Financial
Management, IPM)

(Product Head,
Supergrads)

Rahul Vaswani
(Growth Specialist,

Toprankers)

Sukrati Gagrani

(Growth Specialist,
Toprankers)

Sukrati Gagrani

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u6F1BcQD_-U&list=PL4nYT34FRmKpDNEIuOKRK09DXbuq4ioJf&index=1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7vENtem0I9I&list=PL4nYT34FRmKpDNEIuOKRK09DXbuq4ioJf&index=2



Click Here To Watch Full Video

IIM BODHGAYA AND
IIM JAMMU DIGNITARIES

A Supergrads representative speaks to faculty members from 2 major IIMs - Bodhgaya and 
Jammu, to shine a light on commonly asked queries from students about JIPMAT. The 

panel covers topics such as JIPMAT’s level of difficulty, the eligibility criteria, the number of 
seats, programs which can help students finance their education and the foreign exchange 

program, among other things.

Click Here To Watch Full Video

TAPMI DIGNITARIES

The conversation delves into themes that give us a deeper understanding of the IPM 
program. Topics such as the reason behind TAPMI’s introduction of a 4-year program, the 

benefits and learning outcomes of the course, the on-campus facilities and 
accommodation and everything else aspirants who wish to join it would be interested to 

know are covered.

Dr. Rashmi Ranjan Parida
Admission IIM Jammu Chairperson IPM

IIM Bodh Gaya

Dr. Raveesh Krishnan
Chairperson IPM

IIM Jammu

Mr. Kapil Gumte
Chairperson Admission,

IIM Bodh Gaya

Dr. Prabhat Ranjan

Dr. Aditya Mohan Jadhav
Associate

Dean Tapmi Bengaluru
Chairperson-Admissions

Prof. Aniruddha Chatterjee

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vc0s-ERmPDk&list=PL4nYT34FRmKpDNEIuOKRK09DXbuq4ioJf&index=5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1J7HrjCSOJc&list=PL4nYT34FRmKpDNEIuOKRK09DXbuq4ioJf&index=4



Click Here To Watch Full Video

ASHOKA UNIVERSITY
DIGNITARIES

The discussion focuses on what an education in liberal arts is like along with its scope, the 
process of admission to Ashoka University, the methods of pedagogy applied there, in 

addition to the outcome of education from the institute - from placements to development 
in critical thinking.

Click Here To Watch Full Video

NALSAR DIGNITARIES

The dialogue brings out the reason behind NALSAR’s IPM program initiation, how a student 
can gain admission in this course, how NALSAR as an institute adds value to the existing 

program format, how to crack the interview, and more as the live questions of students are 
taken up across the session.

Charan Akula

(Growth Specialist,
Toprankers)

Sukrati GagraniB. Sidharth Chauhan
(Assistant Professor,

Law Keynote Speaker)

Dr. Pinaki Nandan Pattnaik
(Head, Department

of Management Studies)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TKfhvzjMFf4&list=PL4nYT34FRmKpDNEIuOKRK09DXbuq4ioJf&index=3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZn-qECKOu4&t=1463s


